**Indie Bestsellers**  
**Nonfiction**  
**Week of 06.28.23**

### HARDCOVER

1. **The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder**  
   David Grann, Doubleday, $30

2. **Pageboy: A Memoir**  
   Elliot Page, Flatiron Books, $29.99

3. **The Creative Act: A Way of Being**  
   Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32

4. **I’m Glad My Mom Died**  
   Jennette McCurdy, Simon & Schuster, $27.99

5. **Poverty, by America**  
   Matthew Desmond, Crown, $28

6. **Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones**  
   James Clear, Avery, $27

7. **What an Owl Knows**  
   Jennifer Ackerman, Penguin Press, $30

8. **Outline: The Science and Art of Longevity**  
   Peter Attia, M.D., Bill Gifford, Harmony, $32

9. **The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse**  
   Charlie Mackesy, HarperOne, $22.99

10. **Blueberries for Sal Cookbook**  
    Robert McCloskey, Clarkson Potter, $14

11. **Better Living Through Birding**  
    Christian Cooper, Random House, $28

12. **King: A Life**  
    Jonathan Eig, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $35

13. **A Fever in the Heartland: The Ku Klux Klan’s Plot to Take Over America, and the Woman Who Stopped Them**  
    Timothy Egan, Viking, $30

14. **You Could Make This Place Beautiful: A Memoir**  
    Maggie Smith, Atria/One Signal Publishers, $28

15. **Stay True: A Memoir**  
    Hua Hsu, Doubleday, $26

### PAPERBACK

1. **Killers of the Flower Moon**  
   David Grann, Vintage, $17

2. **Crying in H Mart: A Memoir**  
   Michelle Zauner, Vintage, $17

3. **Braiding Sweetgrass**  
   Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $20

4. **Happy-Go-Lucky**  
   David Sedaris, Back Bay Books, $18.99

5. **Quietly Hostile: Essays**  
   Samantha Irby, Vintage, $17

6. **The Body Keeps the Score**  
   Bessel van der Kolk, Penguin, $19

7. **Solito: A Memoir**  
   Javier Zamora, Hogarth, $18

8. **All About Love: New Visions**  
   bell hooks, Morrow, $16.99

9. **The Dawn of Everything: A New History of Humanity**  
   David Graeber, David Wengrow, Picador, $25

10. **Rogues**  
    Patrick Radden Keefe, Anchor, $18

11. **Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape Our Futures**  
    Merlin Sheldrake, Random House, $18

12. **Bittersweet: How Sorrow and Longing Make Us Whole**  
    Susan Cain, Crown, $18

13. **Talking to Strangers**  
    Malcolm Gladwell, Back Bay, $18.99

14. **Dopamine Nation**  
    Dr. Anna Lembke, Dutton, $18

15. **The Anthropocene Reviewed**  
    John Green, Dutton, $18
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